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The Sistine ceiling was completed in r!rz,
a little before the Protestant Reformation. On
the west wall, the "Last Judgment" fresco was
unveiled nearly three decades later, as the ef-
fects of MartinLuther's revolution spread across

Europe. Both works reflect the spirit and themes
of the times: the Renaissance love of the human
body; the tensionbetween wealth and faith; and,

above all, an explosively vibrant rendering of the
great stories ofthe Bible.

SummonsbythePope
In r5o3 a new pope was appointed: the very
worldiy Pope Julius II, a self-declared lover of
power, war, and art. Under his rule, Rome came
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The cupola of St,

Peter's Basilica
(left), designed
by Michelangelo,
was uncompleted
at his death, Next
to it, the Sistine
Chapel seems
unremarkable-at
least from the
outside. Opposite,
the impressive
Sistine interior,
looking toward the
"Last Judgment."
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to resemble a magnificent salon with a host of
artists and architects at work on different proj-
ects. TheprecocityoftheyoungMichelangelo-
who, at Juiius's accession was sculpting the as -
tonishing r7-foot-high "David" in Florence-
reached the ears of the pontiff. In r5o5 Julius
summoned him to Rome to work on his future
tomb, a commission that soon extended into a

remodeling of St. Peter's Basilica itself.
The papal tomb, which Michelangelo biogra-

pher Andrew Graham-Dixonhas called"a mega-
lomaniac fantasy, an obscene monument to ego,

pride, andpowerj'was nonetheless aplum com-
mission. After arun-inwiththe pope over non-
payment for materials, however, Michelangelo
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left Rome in disgust.Julius, realizinghis mistake,
insistedthat the artist continue workingfor him
and ordered him back to work on an enticing
new project: the frescoes on the ceiling ofthe
Sistine Chapel.

When Michelangelo returned to Rome in
15oB, Donato Bramante, the pope's chief archi-
tect, and a sworn enemy of Michelangelo, was

busy working on the new Basilica of St. Peter.

In r!46, when he was an o1d man, Michelan-
gelo would be appointed chief architect of the
new St. Peter's-which was finally completed
in r6r5-but this 1ay far in the future. Raphael,

another rival, was starting work on frescoes in
the pope's private chambers, and next to such
grand projects, the Sistine Chapel, with its plain
exterior, might have seemed a lesser project.

lts outer appearance was deceptive, for it was

a special building inside: Restored
a few decades before by Pope

Sixtus IV(for whomit is named)it was the place

of worship for the Papal Chapel, the part of the
Vatican dedicated to assisting the pontiff in his
spiritual functions. Today it is the setting of the
conclave, where the cardinals choose anewpope.
PopeJuLius was adamant that he wanted only one

artist to complete its decoration, and despite
their previous altercation, he gave Michelangelo
the job.

AMomentof Doubt
Bramante was quick to complain how lacking in
experience Micheiangelo was for such an ex-
traordinarily challengingproject. He had apoint:
Michelangelo had learned the craft of mural
painting in the studio of Domenico Ghirlanda-
jo in Florence, where he was an apprentice at age

r3. But he had never rea11y worked as a painter,
having moved instead into sculpting for the
Medici family at age 15. He was commissioned

Bramante, chief architectof St. Peter's, complained
that Michelangelo lacked painting experience.
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to paint a battle fresco for Florence'sPalazzo
Vecchio, and although some of his cartoons for
this work have survived, the frescoes themselves
were never painted. On various occasions,
Michelangelo spoke of his own shortcomings,
warning that his real talent was not for painting
at a1lbut for sculpture.

ATorturousTask
Frescoes by other artists had alreadybeenpaint-
ed on the walls. Michelangelo was to paint the
whole ceiling, a structure roughly t3z feet long
and ++ wide. Filling an expanse of nearly 6,ooo
square feet with frescoes would have daunted
even the most experienced ofpainters. Even so,

the Florentine heldhis nerve, andpushedfor the
bestpossible deal.In May 15oB aproposedplan

was dismissedby the artist,
who thought it "a poor

thingi'In the next iteration he

was given carte blanche.

The scope wasbreathtaking: The vault itseJ{is
dedicated to episodes from the OId Testament,
divided into three sections: the Creation, the
Garden of Eden, and the Flood. The space left
over was aiso filled with painting. ln the semi-
circular lunettes above the windows, and in the
roughly triangular spandrels, were placed biblical
figures who preceded Christ. Panels above them
were reserved for prophets who had, according
to Christian scripture, foretold Christ. Faithful
to the Renaissance classicai spirit, Michelan-
gelo included sibyls in this prophetic tradition,
including the Libyan Sibyl. The pendentives at
the four corners ofthe ceilingrecount episodes
in the salvation of Israel.

Vast technicai problems beset the artist at
the outset. In his book tr ive s of the Mo st Excellent

Painters, Sculptor s, and Architects, Gioryio Vasari,
the r6th-century architect, artist, andwriter, re-
cords some of Michelangelo's trials. The fresco
technique Michelangelo used, which requires

Faithful to the High Renaissance classical spirit,
Michelangelo depicted sibyls as prophetic figures.
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applying washes of paint to wet plaster, left no
roomfor error or revisions. Time was of the es-
sence. Once sketches were prepared, they had
to be divided up into sections that could be fin-
ished in one day. If he attempted to do too much
at once, the plaster would dry out and would not
absorb the colors. Once a section of wall had
been chosen, it was prepared first with white-
wash and then with plaster made from a mixture
of pozzolanic ash, 1ime, and water. The drawing
was transferred to the plaster, and then the col-
ors were added immediately.

Michelangelo brought a few trusted artists
from his native Florence to work with him. But

the Florentine plaster recipe they
preferred did not work with the
Roman materials and climate.
Patches of mildew sprouted, and
the paint had to be removed and
reapplied, which slowed progress.

Meanwhile, Julius became so impatient for
Michelangelo to compiete the project that, ac-
cording to Ascanio Condivi, the artist's biogra-
pher, the pope threatened to throw the painter
offthe scaffolding and on one occasion actually
hit him"with a stick."Finally, in r5rz, after four
years of physicai and creative dedication, Mi-
chelangelo finished his monumental work.

Souls in the Balance
Michelangeio's contribution to the Sistine
Chapel, however, was not complete. More than
zo years later, in r536, Pope Paul III commanded
that he paint a fresco of the Last Judgment on
the wall behind the aItar. Michelangelo, then
over 6o, reluctantly accepted. When the work
was finished in r54r, Paul III is said to have fall-
en to his knees in prayer.

In the decades since the completion of the
ceiling in 1512, Paul IIl's predecessors, Leo X,

In 1536 Paul III commanded Michelangelo, then
age 61, to paint the "Last Judgment."
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Adrian VI, and Clement VII, had been engulfed
bv the Reformation. Ironically Luther's revolu-
tion had begun in r5r7 as a protest against the
sellingof indulgences topayfor the huge costs of
Rome's art spree. Since then, swaths of northern
Europe had become Protestant.

The tortured religious circumstances of Eu-
rope at the time inevitably color Michelange-
1o's last contribution to the chapel. Filling the
whole of the wall, the fresco is dominated by
Christ who dispenses judgment. The naked fig-
ures that swarm against the lapis 1azu1i sky sur-
round Christ; they are a combination of saints
and martyrs. Michelangelo painted these fleshy,
muscularbodies with aheft andweight not pres-
ent in the figures on the ceiling.

Unlike traditional hierarchical depictions of
the Last Judgment, Michelangeio has chosen a
more dvnamic treatment of the subject where
ever.vthing flows around the central figure of
Christ. Angels lift souls from their graves on the
1eft, judgment is rendered in the center, and the
damned are dragged to hel1 on the right. Michel-
angelo's depiction of hell was deeply influenced
b1z Dante's lnferno, and several figures from the
work appear here. Beneath Christ, the ferrv-
man Charon guides his boat of sinners across

the river Acheron where the fiendish figure of
Minos waits on the other side.

By the middle of the r6th century the ortho-
doxy of the Counter-Reformation was strength-
ening. When Pius lVbecame pope in r559, the
years of hedonistic, art-loving popes were long
past. The nudity in the"Lastludgment"was now
seen as indecent. In r56z the Council of Trent
approveda decree regulatingtheuse of images in
churches, and Pius agreed that the nudity must
be covered. Soon after Michelangelo died at age

8B in rS6+, artist Daniele da Volterra was the
first to censor the"LastJudgment,"and over the
centuries, nearly 4o more coverings were added.

In the rgBos and rggos a major restoration
of the Sistine Chapel frescoes revealed the vi-
brant colors that had been obscured over time.
Michelangelo's mastery of the human form was
also revealed by removing many of the drapes
added b1z censors. When seen today, the Sistine
frescoes never fail to astonish with their beauty
and complexitv. Thev reveal two distinct phases
of Renaissance art as ,,,1 e11 as two phases of Mi-
chelangelo's artistic evolution.
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JUDGMENT"
Painted between 1536 and 1541, the fresco
that tumbles down the altar wall of the
Sistine Chapel is a swirl of movement. In

his 60s, Michelangelo began working on

it nearly three decades after finishing the
Sistine ceiling Medieval depictions of the
Last.Judgment tend to be very structured
and hierarchical, but Michelangelo's looser
arrangement flows in a circular motion,
as the dead rise from their graves, wait
for judgment, and then descend to the
torments of hell. The largest figure is Christ,
who stands at the center of the painting.

Michelangelo's use of nudity, controversial
for the time, to depict the angels and

heavenly figures, reflects his passionate,

lifelong belief that the perfection of the
human figure is a refiection of the divine.
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Beardless and almost nuc 
=

Michelangelo's Christ
dominates the center of r-,
f resco as the Supreme Ju:.
His body, Iike the others i-
this fresco, is very muscu 

=

and corporeal. His right
hand is cast up in a gest;'.
of damnation toward the
sinners, while his left ger:
summons the blessed,
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Clothed in flesh painted
in the extremely carnal
and sculptural style of
this late work, a soul
ascends to heaven.

IIITERIOR OT THE SISTINE CHAPEL, LOOKING TOWARD

MICHELANGELO'S IAST ]UDGI\,,1ENT"
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Two monstrous
demons lie in wait
at the entrance to
hell, This section of
the fresco appears
directly over the altat
a reminder that no
one is immune f rom
the ceriis of sin,
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Peter holds forth two keys
to the kingdom of heaven.
The leader of the apostles
the first Oitf.op tio,l, *-f.,om
.rJ popes claim succession,
stands before Christ
:-nong saints and martyrs.
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The apostle, who according
to tradition was martyred
by being flayed alive, holds
his own skin, whose face is
believed to be a self-portrait
of Michelangelo,

Two demons drag a

damned soui into -e
Resigned to his fate
his face is frozen in fear
as he looks upon the
impending torment that
awaits.

i In the central area
: underneath the figure
r of Christ, the angels of
i the apocalypse awaken
; the dead with their
; trumpets
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Michelangelo drew on
Dante's lnferno to feature

the judge of the underworld:
Minos, who appears here

witL do"key's ears. lt is
be ier eo te s a portrait of a
papal off icial who criticized

r\l ichelangelo's work.


